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Status
 Closed

Subject
multitiki in subdirs broken in tiki3 proposed branch due to deleting templates_c at install time

Version
3.x

Category
• Error
• Regression

Feature
Installer (profiles, upgrades and server-related issues)
MultiTiki

Resolution status
Duplicate

Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro

Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★1111111111 (0) ?

Description
In current tiki3 proposed branch, multitiki installation is broken.
At the last step of installation through tiki-install.php, the folders inside /templates_c for each domain are deleted.

Thus, when in this step:
http://localhost/site1/tiki-install.php?nolockenter

tiki reports that
The directory '/var/www/proposed/modules/cache/learning' does not exist.
The directory '/var/www/proposed/templates_c/learning' does not exist.

And they did exist in the step before (double checked), but not just after that step.

( see http://doc.tikiwiki.org/Manual+Installation of multitikis if needed )

Update in Oct'09: This is a duplicated bug report with bug2271
Closing.

Solution
Clean cache at installation time BUT ONLY FOR THE TIKIDOMAIN selected in the local.php file for the tiki being installed.
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
2736

Created
Tuesday 08 September, 2009 10:43:31 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Thursday 15 October, 2009 09:45:18 GMT-0000

Comments

Philippe Cloutier 15 Oct 09 01:57 GMT-0000
Hi xavi,
isn't this a duplicate of 2271?

Xavier de Pedro 15 Oct 09 09:47 GMT-0000
you are right, chealer! (my mistake) Marked as such and closed.
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